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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduction of ourselves 
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RECRUITING FOR ESA
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SOLVE AS A TEAM 

 Form teams of 4 participants.
 You might need your smartphone or tablet.
 Complete as a team as many challenges possible in 5 mins!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today we are recruiting for the ESA. (Before the session: put the tables and chairs in groups of four. Assignments on the table. )�
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SPOT THE 
DIFFERENCES

Look closely at the following two drawings. 
They seem identical, yet there are differences. 
Can you find them all?
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SPATIAL 
PATTERNS

In this task, a pattern is shown from which a 
spatial figure can be folded. Your task is to 
mentally "fold" this pattern so that you can 
imagine the closed spatial figure being formed. 
The ideal figure is completely closed and has no 
overlapping sides.

However, in the pattern, one side is wrong. 
State which side is wrong.
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SPATIAL PATTERNS
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ANALYZE 
FIGURES

This assignment requires you to derive rules 
from abstract information and then apply 
those rules to new information.

Three rows are shown with multiple basic 
figures and multiple final figures. Between 
the two types of figures are several F-keys. 
These keys each have a specific function.
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ANALYZE 
FIGURES

You can find out the function of the F-keys by 

comparing the basic figures and the final figures.

Example with two rows:

 = changes the size of the figure
 = changes the color of the figure
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ANALYZE FIGURES
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TEAMWORK ISN’T EFFORTLESS

 What super power would you like to possess when your team is doing group work? 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You just had the assignment to solve problems in groups.�Asking groups if it went wellTeamwork isn't thus effortless. You've probably done a lot of groupwork, since you've joined this session. While your students are doing group work, what super power do you want to possess? �On the next slide you can answer through a polleverywhere.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes

Poll Title: Do not modify the notes in this section to avoid tampering with the Poll Everywhere activity.
More info at polleverywhere.com/support

What super power would you like to possess when your team is doing group work?
https://www.polleverywhere.com/free_text_polls/as3uIcq6Prv79g3HcSu5B
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SUPPORTING TEAMWORK IN AMBIENT LEARNING SPACES 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You're not the only ones that need a super power / extra support during teamwork. A lot of teachers were mentioning team work as an interesting method, but a complex one. So we've started a collaboration between the following partners (a mix of academical institutions and companies, experts in parts of efficient teamwork) and so the STEAMS-project was born!�STEAMS, which stands for Supporting Teamwork in Ambient learning spaces. 
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PROJECT GOAL
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Supporting teamwork to make it more efficient by means of 

Computer

Supported

Collaborative 

Problem

Solving 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to make team work efficient, but we have to be more detailed about it. We make it manageable by the means of CSCPS�The problem that has to be solved in group is a new, wicked problem, only solvable in group and covering a lot of 21st century skills. Skills that today's students need to stay competitive in a changing world and job market. In the 21st century we can support this complex problem by using technology. So in following slides we give you the user journey of the teacher and students and the developed tools and pedagogical choices. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Explaning the user journey. Clicking on the tags to give visual support of the STEAMS-adaptations.The usual story - storytelling + levels of Dillenbourg (class – team – individual)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Support of group dashboard – dashboard for teacherVirtual moderator (motivational input as well as reactions based on input or data)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Teacher dashboard: to give an overview on what went well and what didn't
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PROJECT 

 Pair programming
 EDUbox

 Primary education
 Secondary education
 Professional 
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CASES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The STEAMS-adaptations were tested in 4 cases= - pair programming, where two students had to write a code to digitalize the game 'Who is it'. The strenght of good pair programming is that 1+1 = 3- EDUbox – a typical Flemish product of vrt -  boxes in which students can learn more about a topic (Artificial intelligence, mobility, …)We've developped a new EDUbox about teamwork for primary, secondary education and now one for the professional context and high school / university students
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STEAMS WORKSHOP HUDSON (IN DEVELOPMENT)

Intro
Explore 

new 
planet

Game
“pre-

selection 
tests”

Training
about 

teamwork

End-
game 
build a 
base

Debrief
team 

coaching

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a quick overview of the content of this edubox for professionals 
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STEAMS WORKSHOP: INTRO

⏤ Introduce topic: importance of teamwork

⏤ Overarching story-telling theme: space travel

⏤ Generate curiosity & excitement

⏤ Uses video’s (made by VRT)

Intro
Explore new 

planet

Game “pre-
selection 

tests”

Training
about 

teamwork

End-game 
build a base

Debrief
team 

coaching
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STEAMS WORKSHOP: GAME “PRE-SELECTION”

⏤ Assignment: “pre-selection for the European 
Space Agency”

⏤ Complete team missions & Earn points by 
working fast , accurately & efficiently as a team

⏤ Draws on various skills: numerical, memory, 
visual, communication, speed, …

⏤ VRT gaming platform, uses common screen & 
individual mobile devices

⏤ “pre-measurement” of teamwork 

Intro
Explore new 

planet

Game “pre-
selection 

tests”
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about 

teamwork

End-game 
build a base
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team 
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STEAMS WORKSHOP: TRAINING

⏤ Training about teamwork skills in 
four chapters

⏤ Alternate between theory, 
reflection, short assignments, 
video’s

⏤ Triggers reflections & discussions 
about own functioning as a team

Intro
Explore new 

planet

Game “pre-
selection 

tests”

Training
about 

teamwork

End-game 
build a base

Debrief
team 

coaching

Align
Shared understanding 

& team awareness

Act
Team planning and 

coordination

Grow
Team reflection & team 

climate

Communicate
Efficient & respectful 

comm. Communication 
styles
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STEAMS WORKSHOP: END-GAME

⏤ Group assignment: design a temporary research base on a new planet

⏤ Different information sources to analyse + different constraints to consider

⏤ Extra budget can be earned with side-assignments and mini-games

⏤ During play-out, unexpected events happen that should trigger team agility/flexibility

Intro
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Game “pre-
selection 

tests”
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about 
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build a base
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STEAMS WORKSHOP: DEBRIEF

⏤ Evaluation of teamwork (CPS) skills: what 
went well and what could go better?

⏤ Feedback via “experience dashboard”

⏤ Together with coach: 

⏤ Discuss own functioning as a team 
⏤ Devise strategies to improve as a team

Intro
Explore new 

planet

Game “pre-
selection 

tests”

Training
about 

teamwork

End-game 
build a base

Debrief
team 

coaching
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you're interested in STEAMS, you are welcome at the final event at november 9th in Kortrijk Belgium�At the back you can find my card and a flyer. �If you follow me on twitter, linkedin.. You will definitely find out more about this final event and be able to register. Thank you very much!
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